Eastern has a **Weather Hotline** telephone service so you can obtain information on delays, changes or class cancellations due to inclement weather or emergencies. Unless specifically stated, assume that Eastern is open. In the event weather conditions necessitate a decision regarding the opening of the university, the hotlines will have information available no later than 6:15 a.m.

The hotline numbers are:  
**(860) 465-4444 & (800) 578-1449**

The university also uses radio/television stations to issue information, including:


**Television:** WVIT-TV/NBC/Channel 30, WFSB-TV/CBS/Channel 3, WTNH-TV/ABC/Channel 8, WTIC-TV/FOX/Channel 61

You are also urged to subscribe to Eastern Alert: see www.easternct.edu/emergency-alerts/ for details.